Joint Solution Brief

OPTIMIZE BUSINESS-CRITICAL
SYSTEMS ACCESS FROM ANYWHERE
Interconnection needs seamless integration
across multiple regions, technologies and providers

Together, GNX and Equinix leverage interconnection services at the digital edge, with GNX extending the Equinix
ecosystem to your premises globally using over 4,000 last-mile carriers and ISPs.
Enterprises and service providers benefit from a single interconnection approach that connects all physical and virtual
devices on Platform Equinix® and the world’s largest digital infrastructure ecosystem. This includes connecting physical
devices located within Equinix colocation and automated bare metal servers available with Equinix Metal™, with virtual
devices such as routers, firewalls and SD-WAN gateways available on Equinix Network Edge.

The major challenges you face

The key benefits of our joint solution

Infrastructure at the edge

Globally distributed architecture

How can you place your network infrastructure at
the digital edge to ensure optimization, especially
when no telecom provider seems able to offer a
complete solution?

On Platform Equinix, you can access the industry’s
largest infrastructure ecosystem—with over 4,000
carriers and ISPs—through GNX, benefiting from
enhanced connectivity at the digital edge.

Multi-vendor connectivity

On-demand interconnectivity

How can you resolve first and last mile connectivity
challenges in a global, multi-site environment
while eliminating the hassle of managing disparate
vendors and contracts?

Optimize your network based on price, quality of
service and service offering; and integrate the Equinix
interconnected ecosystem in your global WAN with
GNX dedicated provisioning and support.

Needs-driven connectivity

Carrier technology agnosticism

With so many carriers to choose from, who can
you rely on for objective and independent advice
focused on meeting your specific datacom
connection requirements?

Our bespoke offerings match your needs.
Self-provisioning is available with private lines for
maximum uptime and redundancy. We pick seamlessly
from the Equinix edge to the destination end-point.

Faster time-to-market

Distributed infrastructure bridging

How agile and scalable are your telecom providers?
Does your connectivity enable rapid expansion to
remote markets, connecting you to business partners
when introducing new offerings?

Quickly deploy and leverage interconnection services
at the digital edge, globally. Our unique, singleinterconnection approach connects between all your
physical and virtual devices.

Equinix.com

GNX provides bespoke, flexible first/ last mile connectivity
to and from the Equinix digital edge

Our leading capabilities that enable success
GNX connectivity

GNX allows you to regain control of your global network infrastructure
by sourcing, building and managing connectivity in a global, multi-region,
multi-site, multi-vendor, multi-technology and multicloud environment.
We help you connect your sites, people and devices to the entire
Equinix ecosystem.

Platform Equinix

The leading global digital enablement platform for interconnecting your
business, Platform Equinix lets you reach everywhere, interconnect everyone
and integrate everything. You can quickly place your solutions within
the richest digital ecosystems for game-changing advantages in speed,
performance and scalability.

Equinix Fabric™ and Network Edge

Over a self-service portal or API, Equinix Fabric directly, securely and
dynamically connects distributed infrastructure and digital ecosystems on
Platform Equinix via global, software-defined interconnection. With Equinix
Network Edge, you can configure and connect virtual network services at the
edge in minutes.

Equinix Metal

Filling the gap between colocation and cloud, Equinix Metal quickly
provisions compute and networking infrastructure in markets you want to
access before investing in hardware. This scalable, as-a-service offering
improves performance with proximity to customers, and enables
cloud-adjacent storage to move data closers to users.
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Enterprise

GNX is a carrier-neutral, nextgeneration global connectivity
service company supporting
businesses that need a more
agile, flexible and global
approach. Our unique,
technology-agnostic offering
enables you to source solutions
that best fit your requirements.

About Equinix
Equinix is the world’s digital
infrastructure company. Digital
leaders harness our trusted
platform to bring together and
interconnect the foundational
infrastructure that powers their
success. We enable our customers
to access all the right places,
partners and possibilities they
need to accelerate advantage.
With Equinix, they can scale with
agility, speed the launch of digital
services, deliver world-class
experiences and multiply their
value. world-class experiences
and multiply their value.
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Ready to get started?
For more information on partnering with GNX and Equinix to optimize business-critical systems access from anywhere,
contact us at contact@gnx.net or visit us at https://gnx.net
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